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Remembering Harry Koundakjian  

  
"My future is today. I'll always have a camera around my neck, even when I'm 

buried. It's been a productive career, one rich in satisfaction and joy. Every day is still 

a fresh adventure."  - Harry Koundakjian, 2005 

  

Colleagues, 

  

One of AP's finest photojournalists, Harry Koundakjian, died on Monday at the age 

of 83. 

  

Our Connecting colleague Richard Pyle, a former AP foreign correspondent who 

covered Lebanon with Harry, wrote the following obituary and former AP photo 

chief Hal Buell contributed memories of the man known as "Harry the Horse." 

  

Asbarez, an Armenian-American bilingual daily, said in its story below that Harry has 

been termed the father of photojournalism in the Middle East. 

  

By Richard Pyle 
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      NEW YORK - Harry Koundakjian, a pioneering photojournalist in Lebanon who 

covered that nation's  brutal civil wars and other major news events in the Arab 

world for more than four decades for The Associated Press, died on Monday in a 

New York hospital. 

  

      Koundakjian (pronounced KOON-dock-gee-in), 83, died of complications while 

recuperating from open heart surgery in February, his daughter, Lola, said. 

  

    Born in Aleppo, Syria of parents who had 

survived the Ottoman empire's Armenian 

genocide of 1915, Koundakjian emigrated to 

neighboring Lebanon as a young man.  

  

     At age 22 he became a freelance reporter-

photographer for numerous local and European 

magazines and newspapers, a ground-breaking 

career choice that eventually led to a full-time 

job in the Associated Press bureau in 1966.  

  

     In that role he  became a familiar presence in 

the Lebanese capital and in traveling 

assignments elsewhere - a large man with a 

friendly, buoyant manner who was widely known 

by his self-adopted nickname, ``Harry the 

Horse.''   

  

     Beirut was known then as the crossroads of 

the Middle East, where Mediterranean and Western European cultures blended 

together in an anything-goes international playground of desert sheiks and palace 

playboys, five-star hotels and four-star cuisine.  

  

      It also served as a base for journalists covering news across the region, and 

whether it was Henry Kissinger and Anwar Sadat meeting in Alexandria, Egypt in 

1973 (see photo below right), Richard Nixon and Hafez Assad in Damascus in 1974, 

or King Hussein of Jordan marrying his fourth wife, Queen Noor, in Amman in 1978, 

Koundakjian was there, a hulking figure draped with cameras, in the front row of the 

press corps. 

  

     He covered earthquakes in Turkey, Iran and Morocco, traveled to Africa with 

Patricia Nixon and to Jerusalem, Turkey and Bangladesh with the pope. When 

terrorists struck the 1972 Olympics in Munich, he was there as a photo editor.  

  

      Thus he was also there in the mid-1970s when Beirut - the once-charming 

metropolis where ancient tradition says St. George slew the dragon - was ravaged 

by bloody feuds and anarchistic civil war, pitting private armies of  Arabs against 

Arabs and Muslims against Christians.   
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     Koundakjian, like other 

Beirut-based journalists, 

became an overnight war 

correspondent, ducking 

from snipers' bullets during 

the battle for the Holiday 

Inn, using guileless charm to 

talk himself and companions 

past paranoid, twitchy-

fingered militia manning 

roadblocks in armed pickup 

trucks, knowing the 

``official'' safe conduct pass 

in his pocket might  instead be a death warrant. 

  

     When Syrian tanks rolled into Beirut in 1976, ostensibly to serve as 

``peacekeepers,'' Koundakjian was there. He was also there when Christian militia 

fighters attacked the Palestinian refugee camp at Tel Zaatar, even as a team from 

the International Committee of the Red Cross tried to secure safe conduct for scores 

of wounded.  

  

     As a well-known member of Beirut's Armenian community, he  effectively used 

its unique role as peaceful and politically neutral to help foreign journalists and 

others pass safely across the ``Green Line'' dividing Christian-controlled East Beirut 

from Arab West Beirut.  

  

      Harry's language skills- he spoke Turkish, French, Arabic and English - also 

enabled him to negotiate almost any kind of agreement  - from talking himself and 

colleagues out of danger in Lebanon to getting bargains in the Damascus rug 

market. 

  

      Through it all, he and his wife Aida maintained an apartment in the shell-torn 

city, but after being forced to give it up they moved to New York, where he worked 

as the foreign editor in AP's photo library until his retirement in 2006. 

  

      In an uncommonly rich career, Koundakjian told friends, one of his greatest 

moments was photographing the Armenian Genocide Memorial at Yerevan, capital 

of what was then the Armenian Socialist Soviet Republic, in 1989. 

  

     In addition to his daughter Lola, a New York-based poet, Koundakjian is survived 

by his wife, Aida, a son, Vicken and his wife Paula, of Ottawa, and a brother , Phillip, 

also of Canada.   
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Harry Koundajjian discusses his photos at an exhibition in his honor in 2007 on the 

occasion of the Lebanese Press Martyrs' Day. Haigazian University President Rev. Dr. 

Paul Haidostian said "there are people who make history, others who write history, 

still others who read history. But there are also those who open windows into that 

history and shed light without discrimination on its darkest or brightest characters 

and events."    

  

  

Hal Buell remembers Harry 

  

Harry Koundakjian, known to his friends as Harry the Horse and often referring to 

himself by that moniker, was a larger than life character. He could easily play the 

role of a Middle East operator in a Casablanca-type movie.  Harry's accent was 

captivating, his smile engaging.  His passing last night leaves a blank spot in AP's and 

picture journalism's roster of memorable characters. 

  

Harry was with AP for 35 years in Beirut 

and New York. Prior to that he was a free 

lancer working in Beirut.  

  

Generous in the extreme, Harry was always 

ready for a sit-down chat. He possessed a 

solid grasp of the raconteur's art form. He 

had a story for every occasion, mostly 

accurate but occasionally embellished for 

the sake of drama. There was no better 

dinner companion. 
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He was for many years AP's photo boss in Beirut and the Middle East where he 

joined AP in 1966.  He had a command of the area's languages and deep contacts 

especially in the far flung Armenian photographic world. If he was not at the scene 

of a terrorist attack with his camera, he knew who was. Either way, the pictures 

were forthcoming. He covered everything from air liner hijackings to World Cup 

soccer, earthquakes in Iran to cyclones in Pakistan. He was on AP's Olympic photo 

team at the Munich Olympics    

  

He did several stories on Leila Khaled, who hijacked a TWA airliner. He covered the 

Lufthansa hijacking in Dubai by Palestinians. Harry's picture of the pilot at the 

aircraft's window with a pistol at his head was played worldwide.  Harry and camera 

attended royal weddings, beauty pageants. 

  

Before he joined AP, Harry freelanced for Middle East, European and U.S. 

publication. At one time Harry worked for Life magazine where he won more than 

his fair share of publications when Life was a weekly news picture magazine.   

  

One of the tragedies of his life was the slow and often tortuous destruction of Beirut 

during those years when it was a city divided by civil strife of the most dangerous 

kind.  

  

Harry, at his request, was transferred to NY where he worked on the picture desk 

for a decade or more. As Executive Newsphoto Editor, I would go to Harry when a 

Middle East story broke and ask him to use his languages and his contacts to protect 

AP.  He delighted in the break from AP desk routine; Harry was much better free 

wheeling than in the structured atmosphere of a huge desk operation.  

  

In his retirement Harry was active in presenting exhibitions of his work at various 

Armenian communities in the U.S. He was a devout member of the Armenian 

Church.  

  

Asbarez.com:  Father of Photojournalism in Middle East 

  
NEW YORK -  Veteran photojournalist, the retired Associated Press international 

photo editor and long-time Asbarez collaborator Harry Koundakjian passed away 

Monday. He was 83. 

  

Koundakjian has been termed the father of photojournalism in the Middle East. He 

began his career in 1952 when he joined the Beirut-based French-language 

newspaper, "L'Orient" and its sister Arabic publication "Jarida" as the first press 

photographer in Lebanon. 

  

At the same time Harry freelanced for Magazine and Ousbou el-Arabi weeklies of 

Beirut, where he had more than 300 cover picture-stories; for Time and Life 

magazines and The Associated Press; Paris Match, France-Soir as well as Dalmas and 

Keystone photo agencies of France; Illustrated London News magazine, The Daily 
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Mail and The Daily Express and The London Times, and The Guardian. 

  

He joined The Associated Press in Beirut in 1966 and covered all Middle East events, 

from military coups d'état to royal weddings and deaths, earthquakes in Turkey, 

Iran, and Morocco, a cyclone in East Pakistan, and more. 

  

Being Armenian and neutral in Middle East conflicts, he was the only remaining 

photo-editor during and after the Munich Olympic massacre. He covered Miss 

Europe pageants during five years in Beirut, as well as the Pope's first visits to 

Jerusalem, East Pakistan, and Turkey. 

  

He traveled with Secretaries of State Henry Kissinger and Cyrus Vance in the 

presidential aircraft during their shuttles to make peace between Arabs and Israel. 

He visited West Africa, where he accompanied Pat Nixon during her "goodwill" tour. 

Harry was supervising photo-editor for the Asian Olympics in Tehran. 

  

He did several picture stories about Leila Khaled, who hijacked a TWA jetliner to 

Algiers and Damascus. He had front-page and cover photos of the Lufthansa hijack 

to Dubai by Palestinians, showing the hijacker aiming his pistol at the pilot's head. 

The pilot was later murdered, and his body was thrown from the plane in Aden. 

  

Koundakjian covered the Lebanon crisis from 1973 until 1979, when he was 

transferred, with his family, to New York City headquarters as a multilingual photo 

editor responsible for publications' needs outside of the United States, Canada, and 

Mexico. 

  

His photos of Pope Paul VI praying, Yasser Arafat embracing refugee children, and 

King Hussein's wedding won him several prizes and were featured in Life and Time 

magazines. 

  

"My future is today. I'll always have a camera around my neck, even when I'm 

buried. It's been a productive career, one rich in satisfaction and joy. Every day is 

still a fresh adventure," Koundakjian told columnist Tom Vartabedian for a story 

published in 2005. 

  

The management, editorial board and staff of Asbarez convey their heartfelt 

condolences to the Koundakjian family. 
  

  

  

Connecting wishes (belated) Happy Birthday wishes 

  

to 

  
Ron Thompson 
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Stories of interest 

  
  

  

AP names Klug to top South Korea editorial position 

  

   

NEW YORK (AP) - The Associated Press has named Seoul news 

editor Foster Klug as its chief of bureau for South Korea. The 

appointment was announced Tuesday by Ted Anthony, the 

Asia-Pacific news director based in Bangkok, to whom Klug 

will report. "Foster's expertise in covering the Koreas, and his 

deep understanding of the changing face of East Asia, ensure 

that everyone who relies upon AP for news of this region is 

well served," Anthony said.  

  

  

  

  

Indiana editor Bill Nangle retiring, taking on new role 

  

The longtime executive editor of The Times Media Co. of Munster, Ind., who has had 

a national impact on public records access and community news coverage, is retiring 

after a 50-year career in journalism. William "Bill" Nangle has been called an 

consummate newsman, an editor's editor and a legend. 

  

-0- 

  

NYT launches 'The Upshot,' its data-driven news-explainer thing 

  

The Upshot, a new data-driven New York Times publication, launched Tuesday. It 

aims to help readers "better navigate the news," the Times says in a press release. 

The site "will focus on politics, policy and economics, with a particular emphasis on 

the 2014 elections, the state of the economy, economic mobility and health care." 

  

-0- 

  

Justices Skeptical of Aereo's Business 

  

WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court signaled on Tuesday that it was struggling with 

two conflicting impulses in considering a request from television broadcasters to 

shut down Aereo, an Internet start-up they say threatens the economic viability of 

their businesses. 
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AND 

  

David Carr: At Stake in the Aereo Case Is How We Watch TV 

  

WASHINGTON - For most of its two years, Aereo has been an obscure start-up that 

gained little traction with consumers, partly because it took something that was 

traditionally easy - watching the broadcast networks - and made it sound 

complicated. It grabs local over-the-air signals on an array of tiny antennas that 

users can stream through the Internet to watch and record programming for $8 to 

$12 a month. Got that? 

  

-0- 

  

Standing O 
  

And finally, a standing O for Darrell Christian from his New York colleagues last 

Friday as he fades from New York headquarters into the sunset of many California 

golf courses in retirement. 
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